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Static Pivoting in Distributed Sparse Direct Solvers 

• SuperLU_DIST, 2003: 
“the main advantage of static pivoting over classical partial 
pivoting is that it permits a priori determination of data 
structures and communication patterns”
(SuperLU DIST: A scalable distributed-memory sparse direct solver for unsymmetric linear systems, X. Li, J. W. Demel)

Why do static pivoting ?



Transversals 

• Every sparse matrix A can be represented as a weighted 
bipartite graph GA

• A perfect matching in GA implies a permutation
• Permuted A has a full transversal (nonzero diagonal)
• A matching of high weight implies a “heavy” diagonal



Standard Implementation: MC64 (Duff and Koster, 2001)

• Based on the successive shortest path paradigm
• Repeated Djikstra subroutines
• Primal dual algorithm 
• Dual variables allow Olschowka-Neumaier scaling
• Typically maximizes the diagonal product (sum of logs)

Fundamental problem: 
Most weighted matching algorithms are highly sequential. 

Solvers that use MC64 as a subroutine are not fully scalable.
Requires assembling entire matrix in one node.

Need to find scalable alternatives



Distributed Memory Parallel Weighted Matching Algorithms

• DIMACS implementation challenge, 1993: 
“The performance was little short of disastrous”
(The Assignment Problem on Parallel Architectures M. Brady, K.K. Jung, H.T. Nguyen, R. Raghavan, and R. Subramonian)

• Auction Algorithm, 2010:
“explaining the performance to end users will become a 

support nightmare”
(Making Static Pivoting Scalable and Dependable, J Riedy, 2010)

Discouraging results



Distributed Memory Parallel Weighted Matching Algorithms

• Push-Relabel Algorithm, 2010: 
“reasonably good weak scaling”
(Parallel Algorithms for Bipartite Matching Problems on Distributed Memory Computers, J. Langguth, M. A. Patwary, F. Manne)

• Matrix Algebra Algorithm, 2015:
“scale to tens of thousands of processors”
(Distributed-Memory Algorithms for Maximal Cardinality Matching using Matrix Algebra, A. Azad, A. Buluç)

Encouraging results

Difficulty seems to be in the weights



CS solution for difficult problems: Approximation

• Distributed memory parallel ½ approximation algorithm, 2007:
“the distributed matching algorithm lends itself well to 
execution on a parallel computer“
(A Parallel Approximation Algorithm for the Weighted Maximum Matching Problem, F. Manne, R. Bisseling) 

• 2/3-e linear time sequential approximation algorithm, 2004:
“find the alternating 4-cycles”
(A simpler linear time 2/3−e approximation for maximum weight matching, S. Pettie, P. Sanders)

• Exact cardinality approximate weight algorithm, 2011: 
“Computing an approximate weighted matching from the 
maximum cardinality matching using local operations is 
relatively easy ”
(Sequential and Parallel Matching Algorithms in Combinatorial Scientific Computing, J. Langguth)



Idea: find Weight Augmenting 4-Cycles

Rows Columns
jmj

mii

The only 2-augmentation that preserves a perfect 
matching is a 4-cycle

2-augmentation can be found in amortized linear 
time. 3-augmentations cannot.
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Challenge: find 4-Cycles in a 2D Distribution
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4-Cycles in a 2D Distribution: 4 Communication Phases
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For each nonzero:
• Find circle below
• Check for positive gain
• Select best among conflicting cycles
• Augment selected cycles

Repeat k times while positive cycles exist



AWPM Phase A:

Rows	 Columns	
jmj	

mi	i	

w{j,i}	

• For each nonzero {i,j}, determine owner of {mj,mi}
• Send a message (i,j,wij)

Large communication volume
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AWPM Phase B:

Rows	 Columns	
jmj	

mi	i	

w{j,i}	 w{mi,mj}	

w{mi,i}	

w{j,mj}	

• Check whether {mj,mi} exists
• Sum up wi+wj-wmji-wimj
• Check whether sum is positive
• Send cycle to processor containing {mj,j}
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AWPM Phase C:

jmj	

mi	i	

i’	

i’’	

w(C(j,i,mi,mj))	

w(C(j,i’’,mi’’,mj))	

Rows	 Columns	

• Compare cycle to other cycles using {mj,j}
• Send best cycle to processor containing {i,mi}
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AWPM Phase D:
Rows	 Columns	

jmj	

mi	i	

j’	mj’	

w(C(j,i,mi,mj))	

w(C(j’,i,mi,mj’))	

• If {i,mi} was not active in Phase C
• Compare cycle to other cycles using {i,mi}
• Communicate to augment best cycle
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Sounds nice, but...

i’’	

jmj	

mi	i	

i’	

W(j,i,mj,mi)	

W(j,i’’,mj,mi’’))	
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Unlike in the Pettie-Sanders algorithm, a sequence of cycles 
can prevent the augmentation of all but one cycle in a round



Even worse: no Approximation Guarantee

The method does not eliminate augmenting 6-cycles of high gain,
but a weight heuristic in the cardinality algorithm alleviates this



Excellent Practical Approximation Performance 

Real-world matrices do not commonly exhibit 
hard to approximate structure
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are often very close to the optimum in practice as shown in Table 3. Here, we compute the approximation269

ratio by dividing approximated weight by optimum weight and show it in the last column. For 10 out270

of 16 matrices in Table 2, AWPM finds a matching with the optimum weight. Approximate weights of271

other matrices are also close to the optimum. This observation extends to many other matrices from the272

University of Florida collection. In an extended set of more than 100 matrices, the average approximation273

ratio attained by AWPM is 98.66% (min 86%, max 100%). Hence, our algorithm can successfully substitute274

MWPM algorithms in many practical problems without sacrificing the quality of the matchings.275

Table 3: The weight of matchings from AWPM and MC64.

Matrix MC64 AWPM Approx. ratio

memchip 2,707,524 2,707,520 100%
rajat31 4,690,002 4,690,002 100%
Freescale2 2,994,270 2,989,080 99.98%
boneS10 914,898 914,898 100%
Serena 1,391,344 1,391,340 100%
audikw 1 943,624 943,624 100%
dielFilterV3real 1,102,796 1,102,796 100%
Flan 1565 1,564,794 1,564,794 100%
circuit5M 5,557,920 5,557,890 99.99%
Li7Nmax6 663,526 663,521 99.99%
HV15R 1,877,709 1,770,960 94.31%
perf008cr 7,902,327 7,902,327 100%
nlpkkt240 27,762,507 27,710,011 99.81%
Nm7 4,079,730 4,079,730 100%
NaluR3 17,598,889 17,598,889 100%
A05 1,140,660 1,140,660 100%

6.3. Performance of the parallel AWPM algorithm. Figure 4 compares the runtime of the276

parallel AWPM algorithm with MC64 and sequential AWPM for all 16 matrices from Table 2. Here277

MC64+gather lines include the time to gather the whole matrix on a single node, representing the total278

time needed to compute MWPM sequentially in a distributed memory setting. Experiments in Figure 4279

were run on Edison.280

At first, we discuss the performance of matching algorithms on bigger matrices where a distributed281

memory algorithm is urgently needed. MC64 failed with A05, the largest matrix in our suite, because of282

insu�cient memory in a single node of Edison. For matrices of this scale, our distributed-memory algorithm283

is the only viable option for enabling extreme scale scientific applications that rely on MWPM. For other284

large matrices, parallel AWPM is significantly faster than its sequential competitors. For some problems,285

this is true even on a single node. For example, when computing a matching on NaluR3 on a single node286

of Edison, parallel AWPM is 40⇥ and 6⇥ faster than MC64 and sequential AWPM, respectively. On 256287

nodes (6144 cores), our parallel algorithm becomes 3372⇥ and 384⇥ faster than MC64 and sequential288

AWPM. Note that AWPM is able to find the optimum solution on NaluR3. Hence, the drastic reduction289

in runtime comes for free, without sacrificing any matching quality. For other large matrices (with nnz290

greater than 200M), parallel AWPM runs at least 20⇥ faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency.291

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



Strong Scalability of they Cycle Part is Strong
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.
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Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307

This manuscript is for review purposes only.

The 4-cycles lack any global structure
that would inhibit scaling



Runtime Comparison in Practice – Edison (Ivy Bridge)
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Fig. 4: Comparing the parallel AWPM algorithm with sequential AWPM and MC64 on Edison. AWPM
time includes the computation of a perfect matching and the newly developed augmenting cycles algorithm.
A red line plots the time to gather a distributed matrix on a node and then run MC64. For each matrix,
the best speedup attained by the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. Four MPI processes per node and 6 threads per process were used.
Matrices are arranged in ascending order by nnz first from left to right and then from top to bottom.

This observation also holds for most matrices in the second and third rows in Figure 4.292

On smaller matrices (e.g., those in the first row of Figure 4), the performance gain from the parallel293

algorithm is not as dramatic as with bigger matrices. This is expected as it is hard for parallel algorithms to294

reduce a subsecond sequential runtime. However, for all matrices except Freescale2, parallel AWPM runs295

This manuscript is for review purposes only.
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Fig. 4: Comparing the parallel AWPM algorithm with sequential AWPM and MC64 on Edison. AWPM
time includes the computation of a perfect matching and the newly developed augmenting cycles algorithm.
A red line plots the time to gather a distributed matrix on a node and then run MC64. For each matrix,
the best speedup attained by the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. Four MPI processes per node and 6 threads per process were used.
Matrices are arranged in ascending order by nnz first from left to right and then from top to bottom.

This observation also holds for most matrices in the second and third rows in Figure 4.292

On smaller matrices (e.g., those in the first row of Figure 4), the performance gain from the parallel293

algorithm is not as dramatic as with bigger matrices. This is expected as it is hard for parallel algorithms to294

reduce a subsecond sequential runtime. However, for all matrices except Freescale2, parallel AWPM runs295

This manuscript is for review purposes only.
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.

Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



Runtime Comparison in Practice – Edison (Ivy Bridge)
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Fig. 4: Comparing the parallel AWPM algorithm with sequential AWPM and MC64 on Edison. AWPM
time includes the computation of a perfect matching and the newly developed augmenting cycles algorithm.
A red line plots the time to gather a distributed matrix on a node and then run MC64. For each matrix,
the best speedup attained by the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. Four MPI processes per node and 6 threads per process were used.
Matrices are arranged in ascending order by nnz first from left to right and then from top to bottom.

This observation also holds for most matrices in the second and third rows in Figure 4.292

On smaller matrices (e.g., those in the first row of Figure 4), the performance gain from the parallel293

algorithm is not as dramatic as with bigger matrices. This is expected as it is hard for parallel algorithms to294

reduce a subsecond sequential runtime. However, for all matrices except Freescale2, parallel AWPM runs295
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Fig. 4: Comparing the parallel AWPM algorithm with sequential AWPM and MC64 on Edison. AWPM
time includes the computation of a perfect matching and the newly developed augmenting cycles algorithm.
A red line plots the time to gather a distributed matrix on a node and then run MC64. For each matrix,
the best speedup attained by the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. Four MPI processes per node and 6 threads per process were used.
Matrices are arranged in ascending order by nnz first from left to right and then from top to bottom.

This observation also holds for most matrices in the second and third rows in Figure 4.292

On smaller matrices (e.g., those in the first row of Figure 4), the performance gain from the parallel293

algorithm is not as dramatic as with bigger matrices. This is expected as it is hard for parallel algorithms to294

reduce a subsecond sequential runtime. However, for all matrices except Freescale2, parallel AWPM runs295
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.

Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



Runtime Comparison in Practice – Cory (KNL)
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.

Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.

Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307
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Runtime Comparison in Practice – Cory (KNL)
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.

Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307
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Fig. 5: Comparing parallel AWPM with two sequential algorithms for four representative matrices on
Cori-KNL. The best speedup of the parallel AWPM algorithm relative to MC64+gather time is shown at
the top of the corresponding subplot. See the caption of Figure 4 for further detail.

Fig. 6: Strong scaling of the approximate weight augmenting cycles algorithm for the largest seven matrices
from Table 2. The scalability plots starts from one node. Four MPI processes are used in each node of
Edison and Cori-KNL.

faster than MC64+gather on high concurrency. Hence our algorithm is competitive on smaller matrices296

and runs significantly faster on bigger matrices.297

While most instances show excellent scalability, there are two outliers, Freescale2 and HV15R, where298

parallel AWPM does not run faster than the sequential AWPM. For both matrices, parallel AWPM spends299

more than 80% of the runtime on finding an initial perfect matching using a distributed-memory MCM300

algorithm [4]. Obtaining perfect matchings on these two matrices require searching for long paths going301

through many processors, which is hard to parallelize. Nevertheless, even for these matrices, parallel302

AWPM remains competitive or significantly faster than MC64+gather, which is the main competitor of303

our algorithm in practice.304

The matching algorithms discussed above show similar performance trends on Cori-KNL, as shown in305

Figure 5. For example, on the perf00cr matrix, parallel AWPM runs 72⇥ and 34⇥ faster than MC64+gather306

on 17,408 and 6,144 cores on Cori-KNL and Edison, respectively. On Cori-KNL, MC64 is able to compute307
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Final Practical Test: Effect on the SuperLU-DIST
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Table 4: Weights of matchings from MC64 and AWPM when the sum of logarithm of weights is maximized
and SuperLU DIST relative error of the solution. For other matrices in Table 2, we could not get a solution
from SuperLU DIST.

Matching weight Relative error
Matrix MC64 AWPM MC64 AWPM

memchip 0.00 0.00 7.68⇥10�14 7.68⇥10�14

rajat31 0.00 0.00 5.65⇥10�11 5.66⇥10�11

Freescale2 -11982.80 -15122.14 1.00000 1.00000
boneS10 0.00 0.00 1.35⇥10�09 1.36⇥10�09

Serena -6.33 -6.33 2.41⇥10�13 2.96⇥10�13

audikw 1 -81.90 -81.90 1.49⇥10�10 1.25⇥10�10

dielFilterV3real -28.97 -28.97 2.30⇥10�11 2.39⇥10�11

Flan 1565 0.00 0.00 1.93⇥10�10 1.93⇥10�10

circuit5M -1298.52 -2491.49 5.18⇥10�09 9.99⇥10�01

perf008cr 0.00 0.00 6.56⇥10�10 7.09⇥10�10

A05 -780638 -780638 2.85⇥10�04 3.62⇥10�04

entries to the main diagonal to improve stability of sparse direct solvers. We now evaluate how AWPM336

performs relative to MC64 in this regard, using the SuperLU DIST direct solver. For each matrix A in337

Table 4, we set the true solution vector xtrue = [1, . . . , 1]T , then generate the right-hand side vector by338

computing b = Axtrue. We use the LAPACK-style simple equilibration scheme to compute the row and339

column scalings Dr and Dc which would make each row and each column of the scaled matrix DrADc340

have equal norm, and the maximum entry of each row or column is ±1 and the other entries are bounded341

by 1 (Hence, the weight of many matched edges is often 1, and the sum of the logarithms is 0.) We then342

apply the pre-pivoting strategies of MC64 or AWPM to compute a row permutation vector Pr. Here,343

the maximization criterion is the sum of the logarithms of the weights, i.e. the product of the weights.344

The sparsity reordering Pc is then obtained with METIS using the permuted matrix (graph). Finally, the345

LU factorization is computed as P
T
c (Pr(DrADc))Pc = LU , and the solution x is computed based on the346

transformed linear system. The relative solution error kx � xtruek1/kxk1 is reported in Table 4. For347

most matrices, the relative error obtained with AWPM is remarkably close to that of MC64, with the348

exception of circuit5M. This can be explained by the di↵erence in weights found by MC64 and AWPM.349

However, for most matrices, the AWPM weights are identical to the MC64 weights. Recall in Table 3,350

when the sum of weights is maximized, AWPM achieves 99.99% optimum weight for this matrix. When351

using the permutation obtained from the “AWPM-sum” metric for circuit5M, the computed solution is as352

accurate as that of MC64. In the future, we plan to investigate the performance of the AWPM-sum and353

AWPM-product metrics in the solution accuracy of SuperLU DIST.354

7. Concluding Remarks. We presented a new distributed-memory parallel algorithm for the355

approximate-weight perfect matching problem on bipartite graphs. That is, our algorithm returns a perfect356

matching (if it exists) that has approximately maximum weight. Our motivation comes from distributed-357

memory sparse direct solvers where an initial permutation of the sparse matrix that places entries with358

large absolute values on the diagonal is often performed before the factorization, in order to avoid expensive359

pivoting during runtime. This process is called static pivoting and the permutation is ideally found using360

This manuscript is for review purposes only.

The suboptimal diagonal can cause the solver to fail



Conclusions

• Scalable alternative to MC64

• Need to include approximate dual variables for scaling

• Algorithm variants for performance improvement are possible

• True ½ approximate weight perfect matching is possible,
but introduces additional complexity 

• Not restricted to pivoting
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